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0. Introduction 
Let M be a connected open smooth n-manifold that is the interior of a compact 
one &f, n 3 3. We denote by (Diffo(M))’ the group of all C’-diffeomorphisms of M 
P-isotopic to the identity (i.e. the path-component of the identity of (Diff(M))T with 
respect to the compact-open P-topology), T = 0,. . . , co. 
If a&’ = 0 then (Diffo(M))’ is a simple group, except if T = n + 1 (See [3,6, la]). 
But if the boundary of &! is non-empty, then (Diffo(M))’ contains non-trivial nor- 
mal subgroups. So, if we denote by &i’$, . . . ,dkii4 the connected components of ah/r, 
McDuff in [7] p roved that for each non-trivial normal subgroup N of (Diffo(M))‘, 
there is a unique subset J c Ir' = (1,. . . , k} such that [GJ, GJ] c N c GJ, where 
GJ is the normal subgroup of all elements of (Diffo(M))’ which are the identity near 
a,iiJf = U&J&M. 
The purpose of this paper is to get similar results for the group of all diffeomorphisms 
of M which preserve a given volume element R. 
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We denote by Diff”(lM) the group of all C”-diffeomorphisms of M preserving 0, 
and by Diff?(M) the path component of the identity with respect to the compact-open 
COO-topology. In general, Difft(2M) is not a perfect group, and the flux homomorphism 
gives an obstruction to perfectness since the derived subgroup is contained in the kernel 
of flux [ 91. 
For each i = l,.. . ,k it is clear that the component, L$&f, of the boundary of M, 
determines only one end of the manifold M, that we will denote by 8;. 
We will say that the end 8; has finite R-volume if for some compact subset C c M, 
the component of A4 - C corresponding to ai has finite R-volume. The end ai has 
infinite &volume if it does not have finite a-volume. 
By [4] we know that if a volume element R’ has the same total volume as Q, and 
every end of A4 has finite R-volume if and only if it has finite P-volume also, then there 
is a diffeomorphism f : A4 -+ M, such that f’0 = 52’. Therefore, the groups Diff”(M) 
and Diffn’(M) are isomorphic. So, the group Diff”(M) could be characterized by the 
total R-volume of M, and by the R-volume of its ends. 
We begin the study of the normal subgroups of Diff!(M) with the study of the 
group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms of X x R+, which are the identity near 
Xx(0) ,DiffR(XxlR+,relXx{O}); whereX is a closed connected manifold of dimension 
greater or equal than two, and lR+ = [O,oo). 
Our main interest for this group follows from the fact that any element f E Difft(hil), 
such that ft is in the kernel of the flux homomorphism 
4: Difft(nil) - H n-1( M; IR) 
(see [2] or [9] for its definition), can be decomposed as f = jr o . . .ofktl where for each 
i < k, fi E Difft(M) and supp(fi) is contained in the interior of a subset diffeomorphic 
to a& x Iw+; and fk+r E DiffzO(M), th e subgroup of Diff”(M) of all elements isotopic 
to the identity by an 0-isotopy with compact support. Thus, in Section 1 we will give 
the technical results needed to study the above group. 
In the study of normal subgroups of Difft(M) we will separate out three cases, 
namely i) all the ends have finite volume (Theorem 2.4), ii) all the ends have infinite 
volume (Theorem 2.8), and iii) a mixture of ends having finite or infinite volume 
(Theorem 2.12). 
In any case, Difft(A4) contains non-trivial normal subgroups. For instance, for each 
J c K we consider Gy the normal subgroup of all elements of Difft(lM) which are the 
identity near ~JM. Note that Gf is the full group Difft(AJ), and Gi. is the subgroup 
of all elements with compact support. 
If A4 has infinite R-volume we have a new different type of normal subgroup, that is 
the subgroup of all elements of Difft(M) w h ose set of non-fixed points near a~i6.f has 
finite R-volume, we denote it by IVY. 
Some properties related with these subgroups and its intersections with the kernel 
of the flux homomorphism can be found in [l] and [2]. 
These subgroups will play an important role in the classification of all the normal 
subgroups of Difft(M). 0 ne of the main results of this paper is the following: 
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Corollary 2.9. For each non-trivial normal subgroup of Difft(M), N, there are 
unique disjoint subsets J, J’ c Ii such that N c GynW,6” Moreover, N contains all the 
elements of Difft(h4) with support in any locally finite disjoint union of cells included 
in some neighbourhood of the connected component aifi, for any i E A’ - (J u J’). 
The final result of this paper is a refinement of Corollary 2.9. 
Finally, in Section 3 we discuss some examples. In the case M = IR”, we get the 
same results that in [lo]. We study also the case M = X x R+, where X is a closed 
connected manifold, although M is not diffeomorphic to the interior of any compact 
manifold, we can apply the same techniques that above with slight modifications. 
1. Study of the group Diff’(XxLR+,relXx{O}) 
In order to prove that any element f E Diffi(M), such that ft is in the kernel of 
the flux homomorphism, could be decomposed as a finite product f = fi o . . . o fk+l 
where fk+l E DiffFO(M); and f; E Difft(M) h as support in the interior of a subset 
diffeomorphic to 6’iM x IR +, for each i < k; we must consider a collar neighbourhood 
of 82, this is an embedding a&f x [0, l] c &f, with aa x (1) identified with aa. Let 
Me be the compact submanifold &i - ati x (0, 11. (See Figure 1). 
Figure 1. 
If J is any subset of Ii, and J’ = K- J, for each X E [0, l), we denote by 
MA(J) = M,, u &&I x [0, A] u &,ti x [O,l) = M - a,& x (A, 1). 
Let us consider the family of embeddings ftl : MO - M, since Me is compact, there is 
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some 0 < p < 1 such that the image of Mu by the isotopy is included in 
M’ = MO u ; &xl x [O&u). 
i=l 
Since ft E ker4, there is no obstruction to extend ft] : MO + M’ to a volume 
preserving isotopy that is the identity near &&f x {p} ([1,2]). Then, there is a compactly 
supported R-isotopy gt : A4 --) M such that for any t E [O,l], gt agrees with ft on MO, 
and we define fk+r = gr. 
The element f o (fk+r)-’ h as support in a&I x (0,l) = UiEK 8;M x (0,l) and it is 
isotopic to the identity. So, because fo(fk+r)-r d oes not permute the components &M 
we have that f o (fk+r )-’ = fr o . . . o fk where fi E Diffg(M) and supp(f;) is contained 
in &&I x (0, l), for each i < Ic. 
Therefore, we start the study of Diff”(X x JR+,relX x (0)) giving the technical re- 
sults needed to prove the main theorems on normal subgroups of the group of volume 
preserving diffeomorphisms of an open manifold. Many of those results are generaliza- 
tions of similar ones of [lo] for the group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms of Rn, 
and they can be proved using the same techniques. 
Such techniques are based on the decomposition of the o-preserving diffeomorphisms 
in a finite product of R-preserving diffeomorphisms with support in strips. Though we 
will be interested in the study of normal subgroups generated by diffeomorphisms with 
support in locally finite union of disjoint cells, the main reason for consider strips 
sometimes in our work is that two strips with the same Cvolume are diffeomorphic by 
an element of Diff”( X x JR+, rel X x (0)) while the same result is not true for locally 
finite union of disjoint cells. 
First of all, we will give some definitions and properties about strips. 
Definition 1.1. Let D be a cell in X. A strip is the image of D x Iw+ under some 
element gofDiffR(XxlR+,relXx{O}) such that for some point z E int D, the projection 
X x IR+ -+ Iw+ maps g({z} x R+) diffeomorphically onto R+. 
Notice that every strip does not have infinite Q-volume necessarially, even in the 
case that voln(X x R+) = co. From [8, Lemma A.21, and [8, Lemma 1.41, we get the 
following Lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let VI and Vz be two strips with the same fl-volume, and such that 
voln(X x rR+ - VI) = vol~(X x &I+ - V2) if volt VI = voln Vz = 00. 
Then there is a diffeomorphism h E Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) such that h(Vl) = Vz. 
For any subset 5’ c X x II%+, we denote by Gs the subgroup of all elements of 
Diff”(X x iR+,relX x (0)) with support in the interior of 5’. 
Since it is not always a normal subgroup, we denote by N(Gs) the normal subgroup 
of Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) generated by Gs. 
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Corollary 1.3. Let V be a strip, and f be an element of DiffR(X x R+,relX x (0)) 
with support in some strip V’ such that ~010 V’ < voln V, and if voln V’ = ~010 V = co 
then vol~((X x JR+) - V) = vol~((X x III+) - V’). Then, f is in N(Gv). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, there is an element h of Diff”(X x IR+,relX x (0)) such that 
h(V’) c V. So ho f o h-l belongs to GJJ, and then f E N(G”). 0 
The following three lemmas are generalizations of Lemmas 2.4,2.5 and 2.6 from [lo], 
respectively, and their proofs follows them closely. 
Lemma 1.4. Let V be a strip in X x IR+. Then Gv is perfect. 
Lemma 1.5. Let f be an element ofDiffo(X x R+,relX x {0}), and let 5’ be a subset 
of X x II%+, such that : 
a) f(S) fl S = 0. 
b) There exists an element h E Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) such that h(S) f~ S = 0 
and h(S) n f(S) = 0. 
Then, the derived subgroup [Gs,Gs] of Gs is contained in the normal subgroup of 
Diff”(X x lR+,relX x (0)) generated by f, N(f). 
Lemma 1.6. Let f be an element of Diff”(X x IR+,relX x (0)) such that there is a 




(yl c,,> ” (u f(W) = 0. 
/ 7x21 
vol~((X x R+) - u C,) = co if voln(X x IR+) = 00, 
1221 
v& ( u Cn) < ivol~((X x IR+) if volo((X x lR+) < 00. 
TL>l 
Then there is a strip, V, such that &21 C, c int V, and a diffeomorphism f’ E N(f) 
such that f’(V) II V = 0. 
Let us suppose that a volume preserving diffeomorphism, f, has support of finite 
volume included in some strip of infinite volume, then we will prove that f could be 
decomposed in a finite product of volume preserving diffeomorphisms with support in 
strips of finite volume. Moreover, we could get the volume of such strips be as small 
as we like. 
Lemma 1.7. Let f be an element of Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) with support of finite 
volume, included in the interior of some strip V, such that voln V = 00. Then, we can 
decompose f as f = fi 0.. .o f4, where each fi is a volume preserving diffeomorphism, 
and it has support in a strip Vi of finite volume, for i = 1,. . . ,4. 
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Proof. Let us suppose that V = e(T), for some embedding e : T + X x IL!+ of the 
standard tube T of Rnfl. Since supp(f) c intV, we define f’ = e-r o f o e. 
Let us consider the volume element on T given by 0 = e*R. It is easy to see that f’ 
preserves Sz’. Since voln, ‘1” = voln e(T) = 00, by [lo, Lemma 4.41, we get the following 
decomposition 
f’ = f; 0 * . .o f; with supp(f[) c V/ c intT 
where each fl preserves s2’, and V/ is a strip in IlP+l with finite @-volume. 
For each i= l,... ,4 we consider the diffeomorphism f; defined by eo floe-l on V, 
and equal to the identity elsewhere. So, all of them preserve Q and the support of f; is 
included in the interior of e(Vi), for any i. Moreover, 
volfi(e(V/)) = volp I!/ < 00. 
And, f = eo floe-l = fi o...o f4. [3 
Lemma 1.8. Let f be an element of Diff*(X x lR+,relX x (0)) ~-~so~o~~c to the 
identity by un ~-~soto~y { ft} with support in some strip of agate ~o~~~e, V. Then, 
for any e > 0, f can be ~eco~~o‘~e~ us f = fi o...o fm, geese, for any i = l,... ,m, 
f; E Di@(X x IR+,relX x (O}), and it has support in a strip V; of ~o~~~e kess thug E. 
Proof. Choose an arbitrary X > 0, such that 
vOln(V - (supp(f) n X x [0,X])) < 612. 
Then, there is some fl > 0 such that ft(X x 10, A]) c (X x [0, p]>n V for any t E [O, l]. 
Thus, by [5], we can get an element fi E Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) equals to f on 
X x [0, A] and with support in X x [0,/L] n V. 
Since the set X x [O,p]nV is a cell, applying [S, Lemma 21, we can decompose fi as a 
finite product of volume preserving diffeomorphisms with support in a cell of S1-volume 
less than c. 
For each cell we can get a strip which contains the cell and with volume as near to 
the volume of the cell as we like, thus we get the decomposition of fi. 
Finally, since fi = (fi)-l o f h as support in the strip V - X x [0, A] of volume less 
than e, then the proof is finished. Cl 
2. The lattice of normal subgroups of Diffy (M) 
In this section, one of the main tools is the decomposition of elements of Difft(M) 
in a finite product of volume preserving diffeomorphisms with support in a locally finite 
union of disjoint cells. We know (See [13,1]) that such decompositions are not always 
possible for any element of DiffS;“(h/l). So, it will be very useful to consider the following 
normal subgroups. 
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Definition 2.1. For each i E I<, let Hi be the subgroup of Difft(M) generated by all 
the elements with support in some locally finite family of disjoint cells contained in a 
neighbourhood of &M. 
For each subset J c K, we will denote by HJ the product of the subgroups HI for 
i E Ii’ - J. 
Since the derived subgroup [DiffFO(M),DiffpO(M)] is generated by the elements of 
DiffFO(M) with support in cells [l], then it is contained in H,. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f be un element of Diffg(M) such that it is not the identity near 
8iii4 for some i E K. 
satisfying: 
Then, there is a locally finite union of disjoint cells, { Cn},31, 
4 Ll,>I Cn and Ll,a1 f(Cn) are contained in &&I x (0,l) 
b) ( Ll,>I C, > ” ( Ll,ar f(C4 > = 0. 
Proof. Since f does not permute the boundary components of M we can choose some 
X E (0,l) such that f-r(&M x (0,l)) > 8iM x (A, 1). And we choose a locally finite 
set of points of 8iM x (X,1), {.z,},>r, such that f(zn) # zm, for any n,m. Then, we 
construct cells C, C ail@ x (X, 1) satisfying C, n f(Cm) = 0 for any 72, m. 0 
Given a volume element R on M, we denote by Ir’r the subset of all indices i E K 
such that the end 8; of M has finite R-volume. And let K2 be the subset Ir’ - Ir’r. 
As a consequence of the following lemma, we get that for each end of finite R-volume, 
the normal subgroups of Definition 2.1 are the least normal subgroups of Difft(M) with 
non-compactly supported diffeomorphisms. 
Lemma 2.3. Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Diffg(M) which is contained 
in Ha, for some i E Ir’l. Then, N must be the whole Hi or N c GEYI n Hi’. 
Proof. Let us suppose that N is not contained in G$_. Then there is an element 
f E N - Gg-, . Since N is included in H,!, then f it is noi’ihe identity near &M. 
It is easy to see, by Lemma 2.2, that there is a locally finite family of disjoint 




Then, by Lemma 1.6, we could get a strip V in ai&! x (0, l), containing ( &r C, ) 
in its interior and an element f’ E N(f) such that f’(V) n V = 0, and 
voln v < $ vol@;M x (0,l)). 
Let g be any element of Hf. Then, we can decompose g in a finite product g = 
gr o... o gm where supp(gj) c U,Cnj c Vj c &&t x (0,l) for any j. And we could 
assume without loss of generality that the strip Vj satisfies that 
VOln Vj < VOln V. 
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Then, by Corollary 1.3, each element gj belongs to N(G”). So, if we prove that 
N(Gv) c N(f), th en we will get the result. 
Since volt V < ivolo(d;M x (0, l)), we have enough room to construct a new strip 
V’ c &&l x (0,l) such that 
volfi V’ = voln v, V’nV=0 and V’nf(V’)=0. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.2, there is an element h E Difft(M) with support in &&l x (0, l), 
and such that h(V) = V’. 
Finally, since Gv is a perfect subgroup (Lemma 1.4) and using Lemma 1.5, we get 
Gv = [Gv,Gv] c N(f’) c N(f) c iv. 0 
The following theorem is a consequence of Lemma 2.3 and gives us a first classifica- 
tion of the normal subgroups respect to the finite ends of M. 
Theorem 2.4. Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Difft(M). Then, there is 
an unique subset J1 c Ii1 such that 
II{Hi’ : i E Ii’* - J1} c IV c Gyl. 
Proof. Let J1 be the subset {i E Ir’r : N II Hi c Gi-, }, it may be empty. Then, N is 
contained in Gyl. If we suppose that there is an element f E N - G$. Then, for some 
j E J1, we can construct a locally finite family of disjoint cells { Cn},31 in aj&f x (0, l), 
such that 
( ;r C, ) ” ( u f(Cn) ) = 0. 
/ 7221 
Let g be an element of DiffF(M) with non-compact support contained in &r C,. 
Then, [f,g] is an element of N, equals to 
-1 
[f, sl= gio9+ 
1 
in u, C, 
in U, f(Cn) 
Identity elsewhere. 
Therefore, [f,g] E N f~ Hj and it has non-compact support, which contradicts the 
definition of JI. So, N c “4. 
On the other hand, N n Hj c Gi-, for each j E Kr - J1. Therefore, by the previous 
lemma, N n Hi = Hj, and so that Hj c N, for each j E hlr - J1. 
Finally, we will prove that there is only one subset J of IL’1 such that 
II{H;’ : i E K1 - J} c N c Gy. 
Note that the first inclusion implies that Hi c N, for each i E Ir’r -J. While the second 
one implies that Hi c N for each i E J. So 
J={i~Iil:Hf(tN}={i~lil:NnHicGR,}=J1. 0 
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Now, we will study the normal subgroups of Diff[(M) if there exist some end of M 
with infinite R-volume. 
First of all, we get a generalization of Lemma 2.2 when the set of non-fixed points 
of a diffeomorphism with support in &a x (0,l) has infinite R-volume. 
Let f be an element of Difft(M), we denote by IV, the following subset of M, 
IV, = {z E M : f(x) # i-c}. By a slight modification of [lo, Lemma 4.11 we have the 
following. 
Lemma 2.5. Let f be an element of Difff(M) and let A be any open subset of Wf n 
airii x (0,l) with compact clousure. Then, there is a finite number of disjoint cells 
Cl,... , C, included in A, satisfying: 
a> (LIE, cj> n (LIP1 fccj)) = 0* 
b) cjmr vole Cj > &volo A. 
Lemma 2.6. Let f be an element of Difff,n(M) such that voln(Wf n&&f x (0,l)) = 
co for some i E Ii. Then, there is a locally finite family of disjoint cells, { D,},>l, such 
that 
4 l&I D, and Lln>1 f ( Dn) are contained in &i@ x (0,l) 
b) CT%>1 ~01~ D, = 00 and (U,,, Dn) n (lJ+ f(Dn>) = 0. 
Proof. Inductively we get a family of open subsets of W, n&ii? x (0, l), {Aj}j>l, with 
compact clousure and satisfying 
vole A; = i, A;nAj = 0, A;nf(Aj) = 0, A;nf-l(Aj) = 0 if i f j. 
Now, applying Lemma 2.5 to each Aj, we get a locally finite family of disjoint cells, 
{D&r, satisfying 
(l q l-l (u f(D4) = 0. 
/ na1 
and 
Now, we prove that for each end ai of infinite R-volume the subgroups H;’ are the 
least normal subgroups with diffeomorphisms whose set of non-fixed points has infinite 
volume. 
For each J c K2, let WJ” be the subgroup of all elements of Difft(M) whose set of 
non-fixed points near ~JM has finite R-volume. 
Lemma 2.7. Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Difft(M) which is contained 
in Hi’, for some i E 1~~2. Then N must be the whole Hi, or N is contained in Wg2 n Hi. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there is an element f E N - WE!. So, we have that the 
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support of f is in &&I x (0, l), and f moves an infinite 0-volume set of points of 
a# x (0,l). 
Then, by Lemma 2.6 we can find, in a;~%! x (0, l), a locally finite family of disjoint 
cells, {Dn}nal, such that 
(yr&)n( uf(&)) =0 and ~vo~&=~. 
/ ?Ql ?&al 
Applying Lemma 1.6, we get a strip V with infinite R-volume, such that it contains 
{DnIn>~ in its interior, and a diffeomorphism f’ E N(f) such that f’(V) II V = 0 and 
vol$-@;M x (0,l) - [Vu f’(V)]) = 00. 
Let g be any element of Hl, then g is decomposed in a finite product gr o . . . o g, 
with supp(gk) c uj C,j c V,. Without loss of generality we could assume that the strip 
V, satisfies that 
vol@;M x (0,l) - I$) = 00. 
So, by Corollary 1.3, we know that gk E N(Gv) for each k. 
Finally, we prove that N(Gv) c N(f). S ince vol~(&lii x (0,l) - [V U f’(V)]) = 00, 
we can find a strip V’ in 8;M x (0, l)- [Vuf(V)]) of infinite R-volume, and by Lemma 
1.2 we could get an element h E Difft(M) such that h(V) = V’. So, using a similar 
method to the one used in Lemma 2.3, we get 
[Gv, Gvl c N(f’) c N(f )a 
Since GV is a perfect subgroup, we have proved the result. q 
The last lemma gives us the following classification of the normal subgroups respect 
to the ends of infinite volume. 
Theorem 2.8. Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Difff,n(M). Then, there is 
a unique subset J2 c Ka such that 
Proof. Let Jz be the subset {i E Ii2 : N f~ Hf c IV:}. Let us suppose that there is 
R an element f E N - WJz. Thus, we have that voln(Wf n t3j&l x (0,l)) = m, for some 
j E J2. 
We can choose a locally finite family of disjoint cells such that 
and 
u D, c $a x (0, l), xvoln D, = co, 
?I>1 7x21 
(yr J%) i-l (u f(Dd) = 0. 
/ TL>l 
Let g be an element of Diffg(M), which support is in u,>r D,. Then, as in The- 
orem 2.4 we get that [f,g] E N n HI. Therefore, if we choose a suitable g such that 
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v&l ( W[,,g] >= co, then [f,g] is an element of N n Hf that not belongs to IV:, , which 
contradicts the definition of Jz. So N c WFf. 
On the other hand, if i E I(2 - Jz, by Lemma 2.7, we have that N n H: = Hi, so that 
Finally, as in Theorem 2.4, we prove that there is only one subset J of K2 such that 
II{H; : i E K2 - J} c N c W,n. 
From the first inclusion, it follows that Hi 
one implies that HI c N for each i E J. So 
c N for each i E Iiz- J. While the second 
From Theorems 2.4 and 2.8, we get the following result in the case that R is a volume 
element on M of infinite total volume. 
Corollary 2.9. For each non-triviaE normal subgroup N ofDiffg(M), there are unique 
subsets J1 c Ii1 and J2 c Ir’z such that 
H.r,u_rz = n{H: : i E K - ( J1 u J2)} c N c Gyl n Wy2. 
Now, we are going to improve the last result. First of all, we will introduce a new 
type of normal subgroup. 
For each i E Ka, we will denote by Fi the normal subgroup generated by the following 
subset 
{ 
h E Difft(M) : supp(h) c u C, c &&f x (0, l), and voln(supp(h)) < m}. 
12 
Obviously, this new subgroup is contained in Hj, for each i E K2. And we will denote 
by FJ the product II{F;’ : i E J}. 
As a consequence of the following Lemma we will get that the subgroups Fi are the 
least normal subgroups which contains diffeomorphisms with non-compact support of 
finite volume. 
For each non-trivial normal subgroup N of Difft(M), let RN denote the subset 
{i E Jz : N n Hi c F;}. Then, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.10. For each i E A N, then, NnH;= F;’ orNnH,‘cG$. 
Proof. It follows closely the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Suppose that for some i E IIN we have that N n HI c GE.. Then, there must be an 
element f E N n Hi such that f is not equal to the identity near &ii%. Since the support 
of f has finite R-volume, there is a locally finite family of disjoint cells {C,},,, such 
that 
u c, c &M x (0, l), 
?+I 
(l&C”)n(UfG)) =0 . 
/ ?I21 
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3. Examples 
First we will make some considerations for the case M = Rn,n 2 3. Since 44 has 
only one end, there are only two different cases to discuss, namely voln(IWn) < co and 
.._I /lmn.\ VWlQ(lK) = W. 
In both cases, using the results on decomposition of R-preserving diffeomorphisms 
in a finite product of R-preserving diffeomorphisms with support in strips [lo], and 
applying Theorem 2.12, we get, using the same notation of [lo], the following chain of 
normal subgroups if voln(IWn) < co, 
{Id} - DiffFO(TWn) c DiffF(Iw”) - Diff”(IWn). 
And in the case that voln(IWn) = 00 we get that 
{Id} - DiffFO(IWn) c DiffF(Iw”) - DiffF(nn) c DiffE(IWn) - Diff”(E”). 
where “-” means that there is no normal subgroup in between. Those chains are the 
same that the ones obtained in [lo]. 
Now, we will illustrate the results of Section 2 for M = X x Iw+, where X is a closed 
connected manifold. Although M is not diffeomorphic to the interior of any compact 
manifold, we can apply all the preceding results with slight modifications only. 
Recall that the group Diff”(X x E%+,relX x (0)) is contractible, so any o-preserving 
diffeomorphism is also R-isotopic to the identity. On the other hand, because M has 
only one end, as above there are only two different cases to discuss. 
Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Diff’(X x IW+,relX x (0)). 
Case 1. Case of finite total SXvolume 
la) Let us suppose that there is some element f E N with non-compact support. 
Then, as in Lemma 2.2, we can get a locally finite family of disjoint cells satisfying 
(Ll?+r C,)” (U,>1 f(C4 = 0. 
Let g be a given element of Diff”(X x IW+,relX x (0)) with non-compact support in 
u,>r C,. So, the element [f,g] E N n Hi and it has non-compact support. 
Following the same arguments as in Lemma 2.3, we get that Hi c N, and then we 
obtain the following result 
[Diff,n,(M), Diff,“(O] . II@ c N c Diff”(X x IW+,relX x (0)). 
lb) If we assume that all the elements of N have compact support, then it follows 
immediately that 
[Diffa(M), DiffFO(llil)] c N c Diff:(X x IW+,relX x (0)). 
44 V. Ceruera 
Case 2. Case of infinite total R-volume 
2a) Let us suppose that there is some element f E N such that voln Wj = co. Then, 
as in Lemma 2.6, we construct a locally finite family of disjoint cells such that 
(yr G) n (u f(G)) = 0 and c voln C, = 00. 
/ TL>l ?Ql 
If we consider an element g E Diff”(X x R+,relX x (0)) with support in u,>r C, and 
such that voln IV, = oo, then as above the element [f, g] E NnHi and vola Ii~‘l~,~l = 03. 
So, we have that N n Hi = Hi, and it follows that 
[Diff~,(M),Diff~O(M)]. Ho c N c Diff”(X x IR+,relX x (0)). 
2b) Let us suppose that for any element f E N we have that volt Wf < 00 and 
voln supp(f) < 00. 
2bl) If there is some element f E N with non-compact support, then we can construct 
a locally finite family of disjoint cells such that (&r Cn) n (&al f(C,)) = 0 and 
c +I volnC, < co. Therefore, as in Lemma 2.10, we can prove that Fi c N and it 
follo/ws that 
[Diff~O(M),Diff~O(M)] .Fi c N c Diffz(X x lR+,relX x (0)). 
2b2) Any element of N has compact support, then it follows immediately that 
[Difl$(M),Diff$(M)] c N c DiffF(X x R+,relX x (0)). 
Notice that in Case 2 remains to study when there is some element f E N such that 
voln W, < co but voln supp(f) = 00 (See [lo]). Unfortunately the arguments used in 
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